MODEL 18

Model 18
Gater Grapples Post Rotator

A new innovation from Gater Grapples that can hold and line up posts with pre-installed mounting hardware. This attachment makes it possible to have a single operator and single guide working with placement items like signal poles with attachment points already mounted to their bottoms. The attachment can securely hold, lift, and rotate 1000lbs; Lining up the fixture without need for chains and multi man crews to wrangle the item in place before lowering them to their designated area to be fastened into place.

Specifications:

- Jaws open to 7 inches and close to 2 inches
- 120 degrees of pole rotation minimum to facilitate lining up mounting hardware
- 1000lb capacity
- Rubber blocks inside jaws to protect aluminum poles
- Adjustable closing pressure to prevent pole damage
- Adjustable oil flow to control speed of grapple functions